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To get an idea of the problem and trends, let us look at some numbers. Above 
is shown the falling trend of US corporate taxes as percentage of profits.
After NYTimes 9 Aug 2013

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2013/08/09/business/economy/Higher-Profits-Lower-Wages.html?ref=economy

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2013/08/09/business/economy/Higher-Profits-Lower-Wages.html?ref=economy


Partly in consequence of that, corporate after-tax profits as a 
percentage of GDP has risen to historic highs. 
After NYTimes 9 Aug 2013
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2013/08/09/business/economy/Higher-Profits-Lower-Wages.html?ref=economy

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2013/08/09/business/economy/Higher-Profits-Lower-Wages.html?ref=economy


On the other side of the economic table, personal wage and salary incomes 
as percentage of GDP have fallen to historic lows.
After NYTimes 9 Aug 2013
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2013/08/09/business/economy/Higher-Profits-Lower-Wages.html?ref=economy

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2013/08/09/business/economy/Higher-Profits-Lower-Wages.html?ref=economy


The main change in the way society is funded is that government revenue accruing 
from corporate taxes has gone down and largely has being replaced by regressive 
payroll taxes on labour. One should note that the standard rationalization for the 
various policies of corporate tax cuts is that they stimulate investments which 
translate into faster economic growth. This has not materialized. Instead, the process 
has led to increasing liquidity in the system, much of which sloshes around the globe 
in risky financial schemes, which have inserted high volatility in the economies.



Globalization has in recent years been extremely beneficial to corporate interests 
and their abilities to raise profits, notwithstanding that the general economy still has 
not recovered fully from the 2008 crisis. Here is some statements about the state 
of affairs from leading sources of business news:

“U.S. companies are making record profits. And more of the money is staying 
offshore, and lightly taxed.” (Forbes)

"This goes down as being tied for the weakest post-recession recovery on record in 
the United States, yet earnings have been absolutely mind-boggling in terms of their 
strength." (David Rosenberg, chief economist at Gluskin Sheff, a Canadian wealth 
management firm) 

“Microsoft Corp, Apple Inc and Google Inc each added to their (2012) non-U.S. 
holdings by more than 34 percent as they reaped the benefits of past maneuvers to 
earn and park profits in low-tax countries. “ (Forbes)

“The build-up of offshore profits — totalling $1.46 trillion for the 83 companies 
examined — is increasing. “ (Forbes)

The big multinationals play the game of global exploitation of labour, while shirking social responsibility 



Multinationals use transfer pricing to move the economic rights of intangible assets 
to ‘controlled foreign corporations’ (CFCs) that are domiciled in tax havens or low 
tax jurisdictions, while costs are attributed to home country operations.

60 big U.S. companies examined was found to shield more than 40% of profits from 
U.S. taxes. (Wall Street  Journal). This creates the drawback that the money is off-
limits for U.S. operations, including for paying dividends, buy back shares, or making 
investments in the U.S. Thus, real economy use of offshore accumulations, if they are 
to remain untaxed, is limited to offshore investments.

A Merry Game of Profit Peekaboo

http://www.forbes.com/wall-street/


However, when offshore accumulations accelerate as consequence of tax avoidance, 
it still raises the value of total assets, which will be reflected in share prices. This 
gives managers, whose main income nowadays tend to be exercising stock options, a 
strong incentive to play the profit peekaboo game, even if that means parking 
substantial funds in jurisdictions where they are not operationally available.

Current estimates is that U.S. multinationals have more than $1.7 trillion in 
undistributed foreign earnings and keep at least 60% of their cash overseas. However, 
funny thing is that a Senate Subcommittee uncovered that nearly half (46%) of the 
funds belonging to the offshore CFCs actually are returned to the United States, 
where they sit in accounts in U.S. financial institutions belonging to the CFCs.  



Apple not only makes highly coveted products, it has also proven to be a master in 
playing the profit peekaboo game. Its facilities in Cork, Ireland, has since 1980 been a 
major hub in Apple’s worldwide operations. But the location is also address for several 
Apple shell companies that shelters it from taxes. 

Apple Operations International (AOI), Apple’s primary offshore holding company, is 
incorporated in Cork. Its net income made up 30% of Apple’s worldwide total, yet AOI 
did not pay any corporate income tax to any national government.

Apple. Cork, Ireland



Apple exploits a difference between Irish and U.S. tax residency rules. United States 
generally determines tax residency based upon the place of incorporation. In contrast, 
Ireland uses a management and control test to determine tax residency. Since AOI is a shell 
company in Ireland, and its directors, assets, and records all are located in Cupertino, 
California, Irish authorities have determined that AOI is not tax resident in Ireland, 

Apple has thus transformed AOI into a corporation that is not liable to pay tax to any state, 
the perfect zero-tax solution for a corporate free-rider.



In July 2011, it was widely reported that Apple with $ 77 bn in cash had more cash 
on hand than the deficit stricken U.S. government. Its reserves of cash now stands 
at $ 145 billion of which $ 102 billion is parked offshore.

Apple 2013 Q2 earnings were: $9.5B profit on $43.6B in revenue; it has started 
to spend some of its cash on a massive $50 billion stock buyback scheme, a 
common tool for further boosting share prices to the benefit of share holders, 
but of course also to especially great joy to managers rich in stock options. 

Apple CEO, Tim Cook, made nearly $140m by exercising stock options in 2012.

Maybe Obama, should forget about being president of United States and apply for a 
management job at Apple. Worries about deficits would forever be over.



As corporate profits have added to the wealth of the global 1%, an increasing part 
of that wealth is stashed away in tax havens: A recent British study estimated that 
between $20 - $32 trillion are hidden in tax havens as unreported private wealth. 
This is 10% - 15% of the estimate in above diagram of total global wealth, but a 
much higher percentage of financial wealth, which excludes real estate wealth.



Going a little bit back, in 2002 IRS was allowed to subpoena MC and Visa for a 
large sample of their records. Extrapolating from the sample, it was estimated 
that approximately 1-2 mio Americans held credit card linked to tax havens 
accounts, while tax returns only reported around 200,000 of such accounts. This 
indicates that at least 80% of America’s economic elite have unreported wealth 
in tax havens. A logic consequence is that they also have unreported incomes, 
the only possible origin of tax haven wealth. 

When IRS found that many charged payments to unreported accounts in tax 
havens, the Bush administration did not allow it to follow up with prosecutions.



The other side of the coin: sales prices and profits are conditioned on subcontractors 
that are able to keep labour costs low. A example is U.S. owned Jabil, which runs its 
factories along the pattern well-known from other Apple contractors (e.g. Foxconn, 
Pegatron). Essentially, the factories are run in a fashion not much different from a 
minimum security prison. Workers are all are young unattached individuals. They live 
crammed into dorms and eat in huge factory canteens. This reduces workers’ living costs 
below what otherwise is the minimum in the surrounding society and allows for paying 
corresponding lower wages. In this type of factories, average wages are, including 
overtime, equivalent to US$ 200 - 300 pr. month. 

U.S.-owned Jabil factory in Wuxi, China. Its 30,000 workers produce 
components for Apple’s new low-cost phone. 



Jabil workers in Wuxi are, per government mandate, organized in a union (in contrast 
to Jabil’s worker in other countries where the company adheres to Walmart’s ‘no 
unions’ version of capitalist exploitation). However, unions in China are part of the 
state’s control mechanisms, and they obviously condone a level of exploitation of 
workers that are, if possible, even worse than the conditions of the early Dickensian 
phase of Western capitalism.

Jabil workshop, Wuxi, (c. 100 km west of Shanghai)



This is a video, will only play on Keynote



A Snake Statement 
by
Tim Cook, Apple CEO

See you next time.
Occupy Economics Toronto

Snake head. Nathan Philips Sq. 2013,  Ai Weiwei


